Kidly Friendly
Happy
Children’s
Day!!!

Did you know that Children’s
Day is celebrated on 14th
November of each year in
India?
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the
first Prime Minister of India,
loved children a lot, so his
birthday is known as Children’s
day.

In 1925, International Children's
Day was first proclaimed in
Geneva during the World
Conference on Child
Welfare. World Children's Day is
celebrated on 20 November to
commemorate the Declaration of
the Rights of the Child by
the UN General Assembly on 20
November 1959.
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The second Sunday in June
rewinds time for a moment
for a celebration known as
National Children's Day in
the United States

Children's Day began on the
second Sunday of June in 1857
by Dr. Charles Leonard, pastor
of the Universalist Church of
the Redeemer in Chelsea,
Massachusetts: Leonard held a
special service dedicated to,
and for the children. Leonard
named the day Rose Day,
though it was later named
Flower Sunday, and then named
Children's Day

We have special guests for
the Children’s Day Special
and hope that you enjoy
reading about them and get
inspired to make a mark in
what you love doing, just like
them.

Naisha

`

MEET
The Martinez Brothers
from Miami, U.S.A.
I’m Brandon Martinez, the 14
year old Director of Sales. My
younger brother, Sebastian, is
12 years old and is the C.E.O.,
aka the boss. We started our
company in 2014 and have
been living out our passion of
designing and selling our own
line of socks while making a
difference for others one sock
at a time. We use our colorful
and fun sock designs to help
raise funds and awareness for
local and national charities
such as Stand Up To Cancer,
JDRF, Autism Speaks and
many others. Our Kids
Helping Kids Initiative is very
important to us. We get to find
creative ways to give back to
our community. One way we
do this is by partnering with
schools and providing the
tools, including socks, for
annual fundraisers benefiting
various charity partners and
even the school. We hope our
story can inspire kids of all
ages to pursue your dreams
and help others along the way.

“You’re never too old or too
young to start a business…
you can be 7 or 70.”
- Sebastian Martinez
“If we’re not learning to give
back then what are we really
doing for the world.”
- Brandon Martinez
Contact :
areyoukiddingsocks.com
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MEET
Namya Joshi, the 13-year
old Minecraft Wizard
from Ludhiana, India.
Currently studying in Grade 8
in Sat Paul Mittal School,
Ludhiana, Punjab, India,
Namya is leading the
movement
#EachOneTeachTen
Join her to empower girls in
STEM. Help her to empower
all children to embark on a
journey that is beautiful, fun,
enriching and impactful.
She uploads her learnings on
http://whizjuniors.com/ and
you can also follow her blog at
https://thereugo-my-ebook.blogspot.com/

One day, my Mother gave me
a laptop with Minecraft in it.
When I saw it, I wondered,
“What is it?” I explored and
learnt how Minecraft
enhances visual learning
capabilities of a child and
makes a lesson interesting.
I have mentored students in
my school, teachers in our city,
state and country and various
educators across the globe,
such as in countries like
Finland, Russia, Vietnam,
Thailand and many more.
Winner of the ‘UNESCO Clubs
Worldwide Youth Multimedia
Competition’ for creating a
Virtual Library of books mapped
to UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals or SDG 2030

Whatever I am doing is to
empower others and make
an impact not only in my
country but other countries
too. I see that girls do not
come forth in STEM. I have
taken an initiative for Girls
to be in STEM. As per the
research women use both
cerebral areas for visual,
verbal and emotional
responses. More students
(Girls) can enjoy with my
journey. I believe in Each
One Can Teach Ten and
with this Chain we can
make this reaction
beautiful, learning and
impactful. There was
Satyan Innovation Fest
held in our School, where
we invited Schools all across
India to work on the
Gamification Challenge
using Minecraft in my
friends and I taught them
over skype as they were all
new to it. So I am sure it
has helped them and they
must be training their
friends in their schools. So I
am happy the reaction has
started.

Message for
Kidly Friendly
Readers:
Stay true to yourself, yet always open
to learning, work hard and never give
up your dreams, even if nobody else
believes.
This always reminds me that I must be
loyal, disciplined, always open to
learning new ideas from others
without showing myself as superior.
I must keep on working hard even if I
face failures. I will march forward with
a never give up attitude. I will keep on
working on my dream that Each One
Teach Ten no matter if nobody else
believes.
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MEET
Tara Ghahremani, the 12year old Santoor prodigy
from Tehran, Iran.

Don’t miss it. Watch
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=joLbuFYwZc&feature=youtu.be

I discovered my love for music
ever since I was a small child,
maybe infancy!
My Mom played santoor for a
while. She supports me all the
time as she knows and shares
the same love for music.
Music is a universal language.
Everyone loves good music.
I have been usually
performing concerts across the
globe.

Recipient of the
GCPA 2020
awards.

However, this year has been
different. I have not been able
to showcase my talent in live
concerts, as I usually have
been doing.
So, I am using this time to
practice and learn more.
Please visit my Instagram
page to enjoy beautiful music
at

@ tara.santoor
Tara Ghahremani collaborates
with Rafael Milhomem and
releases the single "Between
Two Worlds".
A partnership between Brazil
and Iran, uniting the sound of
the guitar and santoor,
breaking barriers.

“ What food
does to the
body,
Music does to
the soul.”
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MEET
My name is Alex Czajka, I
live in Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada.
My family is very close to my
heart and I come from a family
of bakers and cooks.
My grandma is my true
inspiration in the kitchen.
At the age of 5, I discovered a
passion for baking that would
go on forever.
So my grandma was the
biggest inspiration for me.
When I was 12, she passed
away and since then I know I
have made her proud every
day with what I have achieved
thanks to her.
My role model in the kitchen
would probably be Duff
Goldman because he is truly
inspiring to me and is my
favorite baker!!

Alex is planning
to write his own
baking recipe book!

An easy recipe that I have
that's simple yet
delicious are tropical
cupcakes and the recipe is:
Pineapple Cupcake
-1/4 Cup Of Butter
-3 Eggs
-3/4 Cup Of Sugar
-1 Cup Of Pineapple Juice
-1 1/2 Teaspoons Of Vanilla
Extract
-1 3/4 Cups Of Flour
- 1 1/2 Teaspoons Of Baking
Powder
-1/4 Teaspoon Of Salt
Coconut Buttercream
-4 Sticks Of Butter
-1 3/4 Cups Of Powdered
Sugar
-1 Tablespoon Of Heavy
Cream
-1/3 Cup Of Sweetened
Shredded Coconut
Using food waste is a part of
my cooking and baking at
times because utilizing food
waste is very important.
From using something as
simple as using an entire
carrot or zucchini to make
cakes, or an entire pumpkin
by using the flesh of the
pumpkin and roasting the
seeds to snack on. Also
using the skin if a fruit or
citrus fruit as zest and extra
flavoring to your cooking
and baking.
My Instagram URL /
username
is @alex_canadianbaker

Little Picassos
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Little Picassos

Painting by Nikhita Raju, 8
years old, New York, U.S.A.

Birch forest by Emma Francis,
8 years old, Dubai

African Tribal Man and Woman,
painted by Ishaan Kalpavraksh,
6 years old, Dubai

The Witching Hour by
Subhalakshmi Sengupta, 13
years old, Sharjah

Sketch by Nikhita Raju, 8
years, New York, U.S.A.

Babushka Dolls painted by
Naisha Kalpavraksh, 8
years old, Dubai
Art from Finland, by Vihaan
Kalpavraksh 6 years old,
Dubai
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MEET
Sandra Lettner, very talented
in climbing. In October 2018,
Sandra became Sport
Climbing’s first Youth
Olympic Games gold medalist
in Buenos Aires.

Sandra was born in Salzburg in
2001 and she was living there in
a small village with her family.
Sandra first tried her tryst with
climbing at gym, which was not
equipped for climbing. Some
grown-ups recommended that
she try in a bigger gym. Sandra
followed their advice. There she
found a Coach who helped her
develop climbing into a passion
and she participated in various
competitions.
Now Sandra lives in Innsbruck,
where she has access to one of
the best climbing gyms and
continues to practice under the
guidance of her Coach.
Sandra says, “ I am really
fascinated by Japanese
climbers. They always surprise
and impress me with their
climbing especially because of
their bouncy style. Everything
looks so easy then.”

How has the pandemic
changed your thoughts or
actions?

At the beginning of this year, I
felt really tired of training.
During the first lockdown, I
looked back at 2019 and I
realized that all the three
disciplines(Bouldering, Lead
Climbing, Speed and
Combined) required a lot of
effort from me. So, I decided to
focus on one discipline,
Bouldering. Having changed
the way, I was doing things, I
am happy since training has
been a lot of fun since then.

My message to
Kidly Friendly
Readers:
Listen to your mind and
body and do what you really
want. That will give you
happiness. Happiness
varies from person to
person.
Its not always about
winning or being the best
one.
For me, one of the most
important things is - I have
been happy doing what I did
and which also resulted in
my achievements.
Be focused on your
approach, no matter what
others are thinking about it
☺
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MEET

When empty glass bottles started to
pile up at home, Udit Singhal, a then
16 year old student at the British
School, New Delhi, asked WHY?

Message to
Kidly
Friendly
Readers:
All it takes is a simple
combination of the right
attitude, positive ideas,
and the ability to build
synergies to create a
collective approach –
something I very strongly
believe in – to master the
recipe to success.

Udit found that the waste collectors (
called kabadis, in India) had stopped
paying the few Rupees per bottle that
they did. Collection of glass bottles
for recycling had become unviable for
them because of dropping demand
and because large storage spaces
were needed and the transport costs
were high. Empty glass bottles were
not segregated anymore and started
to go for dumping in the landfills.
Scarce landfill space was already a
concern for the local municipal
bodies. GLASS DOES NOT
DECOMPOSE FOR A MILLION
YEARS!!
So, Udit was keen to find a solution.
His search ended in New Zealand,
with an innovative environmentally
friendly technology – Glass2Sand.
Glass2Sand aims to address the
environmental concerns raised by the
non-treatment of waste.

Follow my work at
www.glass2sand.in and
www.uditsinghal.com

Twitter: @_uditsinghal
Instagram: uditsinghal_
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Spend some time with talented 12year-old, Aditri Arora, as she teaches
us the technique of Tape-Art.

Why Tape-Art?
Tape Art is good for visual thinking,
it promotes fine motor skills and
helps us to learn to include different
forms of patterns and designs and
colours and shapes.
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HALLOWEEN with Elizabeth and Ethan

ELIZABETH is 8 years
old from Dubai,
loves to sing and is
very creative.

SHE SHARES HER
HALLOWEEN
CELEBRATIONS Along
with her younger
brother, Ethan
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NEW BOOKs on the block

Once upon a time there was a tiny kingdom
called Cornucopia, as rich in happiness as it
was in gold, and famous for its food. From
the delicate cream cheeses of Kurdsburg to
the Hopes-of-Heaven pastries of Chouxville,
each was so delicious that people wept with
joy as they ate them.
But even in this happy kingdom, a monster
lurks. Legend tells of a fearsome creature
living far to the north in the Marshlands... the
Ickabog. Some say it breathes fire, spits
poison, and roars through the mist as it
carries off wayward sheep and children alike.
Some say it's just a myth...
Find out and share your reviews with us ☺

When a young girl sees a strong woman on TV labeled as “too
assertive” and “too ambitious”, it sends her on a journey of
discovery through past, present and future about the challenges
faced by women and girls and the ways in which they can
reframe, redefine and reclaim words meant to knock them
down.
Anyone who had been underestimated or overshadowed, will
find inspiration in this empowering picture book from New York
Times bestselling author, Meena Harris

Credits: www.goodreads.com
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Camp magic

`

Sustainability Facts:
➢ Do you know how people in urban areas around the world get freshwater?
➢ Well, people in urban areas get their water supply from rivers, underground water, lakes, or
recycled seawater.
➢ But in some developing and under-developed countries, there are many villages without water at
home. It is very difficult to get water.

➢

Women and children have to walk to a water source several times a day to collect water for the family, not only for
showering, and cooking, but for cleaning and doing the laundry. On an average, they walk 6 km a day to fetch water.

➢

It’s the first task many girls do at the start of the day, missing school classes.

➢

Sadly, water sources are used by humans and animals alike and most often water gets dirty and contaminated. This is
the only water available! Many get ill from drinking water.

Image credit: shuttershock.com, dreamstime.com
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Amazing apps

https://sso.prodigygame.com/game/start?rid=548486e8-859c-4e4b-8383b865ca2b15cf
PlayProdigygames is a quest game that has questions of math. It is perfect
to learn and play!!!
You can even earn pets and it has easy instructions to follow.

https://www.3dbear.io/
This app can only be downloaded on an iPad device.
You can use it to create your own augmented reality.
It will show the camera and the wall, roof, and everything else normal but,
the things that you take from the shapes section will only come in your
device!!!
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Winter is coming
The second holiday season of Kidly Friendly is nearing
Share your work, inspire ten
Pick up a paint brush or pick up a pen
If u are health conscious, share a tip or two
How to stay healthy, cook a delicious food
You can also send an email to post your query
Because Christmas is coming, let’s be merry
Kidly friendly email is open to contributions for winter season at
rnucollections@gmail.com
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